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DVD refers to the digital versatile disk that used is used for storing data. It is a storage media that
are used for carrying huge size data as these disks are capable of carrying gigabytes of the data on
it. DVDs are considered to be the most appropriate solution for the purpose of taking backups.
Movie publishers are preferably using these DVDs for the publishing their high definition videos, as
this is the most appropriate solution for carrying videos at low cost with the best quality, and it is
also a portable solution. The videos are published in VOB format for these disks that can easily be
supported and played by the DVD players. You may love to watch 2012 movie that is released in
2011, and you have bought a cop of the DVD for this movie. If you want to play the same movie on
the DVD player there is no problem with that, but if you are required to play the same disk on your
computer using your favorite media player application, you task cannot be accomplished. The
problem is that these videos are in VOB format that is not supported by the media player that you
want to use.

The solution is to convert the videos into a playable format for the media player. AVI is a video
format that is used to carry the videos. It is one of the most famous formats that are used commonly
and supported widely. This format is supported cross the platforms like Mac using IRIVER media
player application and on windows media player for the Windows media player that is a default
media player for Windows operating system inherently. The AVI format is the most appropriate
container format for supporting the videos on your default media players. You can play your videos
on the IPAD, IPOD, and on blackberry. You can convert DVD to AVI format using any appropriate
video convertor application. You are required to install DVD to AVI convertor Mac, for Mac operating
system users. Choosing an appropriate application for video conversion is the most crucial and
important task to do because this app is responsible of producing high quality videos with good
quality of the sound. The videos are necessarily converted into the AVI format for playing your
favorite movie on blackberry or using IRIVER media player for Mac operating system. It is difficult to
distinguish an appropriate DVD to AVI convertor Mac; you are required to distinguish the
appropriate and inappropriate convertor tools via analyzing the specification and features of the
video convertor.

The videos must be converted using a featured application that can convert the videos without
losing the quality of videos with audio and video best synchronization. The videos that are in VOB
format can easily be converted into AVI format with same high definition quality using DVD to AVI
convertor Mac by ISKYSOFT. After converting your videos, you will be able to play your favorite
movies on hand held devices also on the portable Mac devices.
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